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ABSTRACT
Personas inform design by representing diverse user needs. Since their initial application in com-
mercial technology contexts, personas have been adopted in several research domains for public
good, such as health, accessibility, politics and civic society, education, sustainability, cybersecurity,
and criminology. In this review paper, we analyzed 58 research studies that created personas in
these domains, referred to as Personas for Social Good (PFSG). In most studies, PFSG was primarily
exploratory and focused on initial methodology development. More than half (59%) neglected to
discuss concerns with stereotyping or evaluate how personas contributed to improving social con-
cerns in their respective domains. To facilitate a shift towards more socially conscious persona
applications, we identified and critically examined the most comprehensive PFSG domain applica-
tions in our sample. Based on their strengths, we present an ecological framework to guide
researchers in holistically aligning persona creation efforts with addressing critical social challenges.
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1. Introduction

Personas are imaginary individuals that portray real user
groups (An et al., 2018). Widely adopted in human-
computer interaction (HCI) and related fields, personas are
important tools for representing user preferences, portraying
contextual details of lived experiences that go beyond reduc-
tive characterizations (Grudin, 2006) to provide “shared
mental models” (Blanco et al., 2014) for stakeholder com-
munication. By depicting how hypothetical users may per-
ceive the usability of technologies and/or services, personas
consequently facilitate richer understanding of target user
goals and characteristics. Moreover, personas enable design-
ers to better empathize with user needs and, in turn, design
more relevant and fulfilling user experiences (Jenkinson,
1994).

Personas initially found their application in software
development and commercial product engineering (Cooper,
1999), but their use has since been expanded to non-
industrial sectors, such as healthcare and policy (Gonzalez
De Heredia et al., 2018). An emerging body of literature has
highlighted the potential of personas for design use cases
that benefit society (Gonzalez De Heredia et al., 2018;
Salminen et al., 2022; Wilson et al., 2018). A review of
design personas by Salminen et al. (2022) highlighted per-
sonas for “social good” (PFSG), or personas aimed at contri-
buting to design solutions for improving individual and
community well-being and broader social dilemmas. PFSG
contrast personas created for commercial design purposes,
such as maximizing revenue or profit (or other metrics that

indirectly target such goals). As such, PFSG require specific
modifications from personas’ typical HCI usage, most not-
ably the inclusion of narrative information framed with
social good in mind—such as the personas’ political
views, social attitudes, and their engagement with their psy-
chosocial communities—as well as their expanded applica-
tion to socially beneficial designs rather than commercial
objectives (Guan et al., 2021). For example, while a trad-
itional persona might focus on a user’s shopping habits or
technology preferences, a PFSG could include details about
their activism, their relationships within their community,
or their experiences with social injustice.

The evolving role of personas in HCI is reflective of
broader trends in the field, which have increasingly empha-
sized human-centric and societal perspectives. While HCI
encompasses the interaction between people and technol-
ogy, the scope of the field extends far beyond the study of
user interfaces and design (Hochheiser & Lazar, 2007). The
emergence of PFSG specifically parallels advocacy within
the systems design and wider HCI research community to
humanize end-users beyond stereotypes and as individuals
with subjective narratives and intersectional identities
(Kang, 2016; Righi et al., 2017; Schlesinger et al., 2017;
True et al., 2017), rather than mere members of commer-
cial user groups. Similarly, there has been a growing desire
for societal engagement within the HCI community,
including the use of design methods to contribute to
United Nations (UN) sustainability targets. Specifically,
sustainable HCI (sHCI), a subfield focused on designing
technologies that support sustainability goals, emphasizes
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the need to address societal challenges through HCI (Bates
et al., 2018; Hansson et al., 2021). HCI researchers can
contribute meaningful solutions to societal challenges by
focusing on larger psychological, political, and sociocultural
implications of technological design. These shifts in HCI
underscore the need for core design and research tools—
such as personas—to evolve and adapt.

However, despite increasing concern in the larger field,
the application of personas in socially impactful design
remains an area that lacks clarity and consensus, highlight-
ing a critical gap in the literature. Indeed, beyond broad
generalizations about the merits of personas for design
thinking, user experience (UX) design, and design research,
the distinct application of personas to socially impactful
design of products and services remains unclear. The
absence of reliable standards for persona usage—particularly
in sectors primarily concerned with social impact and public
good—has left crucial questions remain unanswered. For
example, how can personas specifically contribute to designs
for social good? What conditions are required to ensure rele-
vant social impact application in persona research projects?
The lack of clarity and consensus surrounding these ques-
tions indicate a clear gap in existing literature, thus necessi-
tating development of a framework for how stakeholders
can use personas for design in these settings. While chal-
lenging to develop—in part due to the large spectrum of
sectors that utilize personas—such investigation is both
important and necessary to extend the relevance of personas
and HCI at large.

The initiation of such a standardized framework for
PFSG is a primary driving force behind the present work.
Driven by this research gap, the present research aims to
offer an overview of personas for social good (PFSG). While
previous design research has highlighted isolated cases of
PFSG, to the best of our knowledge, no work has synthe-
sized and reviewed the distinct application of PFSG. A com-
prehensive evaluation of how different social good objectives
can be specifically fulfilled using personas in design is of
related importance. Currently, there is a substantial frag-
mentation of research goals, contributions, and empirical
methods to social good domains. Focused synthesis of the
“contribution continuum” (Ladik & Stewart, 2008, p. 157)
specific to PFSG is necessary to demonstrate how they can
contribute effectively to social good goals via a diversity of
empirical mechanisms, including but not limited to testing
exploratory hypotheses, validating existing methodologies,
and providing guidelines for future research. Filling this gap
is essential, as it can enable stakeholders adopting PFSG to
situate their designs more effectively within the extant body
of literature as well as relevant sociotechnical context. This
can importantly facilitate the improve identification of
opportunities for both field-specific (i.e., within HCI) and
interdisciplinary collaboration. To this end, we pose the first
research question (RQ1): What are the research contexts and
contributions of personas for social good?

It is important to further highlight how several research-
ers have elucidated the potential for personas to inad-
equately represent target users and inadvertently perpetuate

stereotypes, thereby isolating designers and stakeholders
from actual user needs (Floyd et al., 2008; Marsden & Haag,
2016; Turner & Turner, 2011). Stereotypical user representa-
tions negatively impact both the design process– wherein
designers unintentionally stereotype users based on their
own assumptions– and the end product– namely, resulting
in a lack of design accessibility and relevance to actual end-
user characteristics. A steadily growing body of work in HCI
has sought to acknowledge and mitigate these challenges
through empirical participatory design processes that go
beyond shallow processes for mere validation and involve
users from early stages of design (Edwards et al., 2020;
Hendriks et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2018). For example, par-
ticipatory approaches informed by deep ethnographic
research and grounded theory can provide more authentic
and representative perspectives of users (White & Devitt,
2021). The authors advocate for the integration of trad-
itional qualitative analytical methods and taxonomies with
design visualization techniques to enhance richness of user
data analysis. The promise of such approaches in relation to
PFSG is that they may not only alleviate but also have the
potential to transcend problematic stereotyping in personas
through systematic grounded approaches. Nonetheless, a
synthesized review of how such approaches have been
accounted for to combat stereotyping in PFSG is lacking.
We, therefore, additionally account for in our review RQ2:
How is stereotyping accounted for in personas for social good?

The question of how PFSG contributions can directly
serve their target user groups and realize positive impact on
society is of pertinent interest. Without such an assessment,
there is an insufficient rationale for deploying time- (and in
many cases, cost-) intensive resources to creating PFSG—
other than the academic interests of the authors—and there
is little perceived value in the persona creations for the tar-
geted end-users. This further perpetuates the oft-extractive
nature of research, wherein the real-life challenges of the
study participants and/or populations of interest serve to
only provide material for research but see little alleviation
for the subjects themselves. As such, we pose the following
RQ3: How is the impact to target users considered in studies
applying personas to social good during design?

To address these three RQs, this review (1) collects, ana-
lyzes, and aggregates design studies using personas in differ-
ent domains concerned with social end, (2) summarizes the
novel contributions of PFSG, including the research objec-
tives motivating persona usage during their design processes,
(3) assesses how PFSG are evaluated to prevent stereotyping
and enhance social impact through design, and ultimately
(4) makes recommendations for future study, practice, and
design. Beyond contributing to the literature on HCI and
social impact (e.g., Avouris et al., 2018; Hochheiser & Lazar,
2007; Hsu & Nourbakhsh, 2020; Remy et al., 2018), our
findings highlight how:

Personas have been adopted in design research in several
social good domains, namely health (e.g., see Olivares et al.,
2020), accessibility (Chang et al., 2022), politics and civic
society (Bødker et al., 2012), education (Zanudin et al.,
2021), sustainability (Tomitsch et al., 2021), cybersecurity
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(Atzeni et al., 2011), and understanding deviant behavior
(e.g., criminal) in society (Hilton and Henderson, 2008).

Persona creation in social good domains continues to be
primarily exploratory and focused on methodological
development.

More than half of the studies reviewed did not explicitly
assess stereotyping concerns or evaluate the real impact of per-
sonas for addressing challenges in their social good domain.

We further propose an ecological framework for
researchers creating PFSG. The aim of this framework is to
better align persona creation with target population chal-
lenges and larger social impact frameworks, such as the
United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs).
In addition, we provide a critical appraisal checklist to guide
researchers in evaluating their PFSG research.

2. Related works

Several reviews of the general literature on personas exist,
but most are limited by a lack of systematic data collection
and none, to our knowledge, specifically address PFSG.
Moreover, while a number of studies specify the application
of personas in design, these studies frequently employ a case
study approach with limited generalization (Yin, 2003).
Salminen et al. (2020) reviewed the research on quantitative
persona creation (2005–2019) and highlighted the need for
sharing research resources such as program code and evalu-
ation metrics to foster an inclusive community of persona
implementers. Another study by Guan et al. (2021) identi-
fied diverse efforts to incorporate details related to lifestyle
and the cultural contexts of product usage in personas
adopted in different commercial contexts. While these
articles provide key insights for future persona research and
practice, they mainly focus on characterizing the state of
persona research in industry and neglect how personas may
be used in social good use cases. Therefore, there is a scar-
city of work on PFSG specifically. While Salminen et al.
(2022) listed PFSG as a major point for future work (SDGs),
this review did not explicitly evaluate PFSG, with PFSG-spe-
cific applications limited to its discussion section.

Numerous articles have discussed the advantages and dis-
advantages of personas (e.g., Jansen et al., 2021; Nielsen &
Storgaard Hansen, 2014; R€onkk€o et al., 2004), which include
fears about inadvertently reductive stereotyping and misrep-
resentation of end users (Cutting & Hedenborg, 2019;
Emmanuel & Polito, 2022; Leong et al., 2021; Marsden &
Haag, 2016; Turner & Turner, 2011), as well as lack of
assessment of “discriminatory design outcomes” (Costanza-
Chock, 2020, p. 13) and ways through which personas may
“entrench marginalization” (Cutting & Hedenborg, 2019, p.
156). Chapman and Milham (2006) have contended that
personas may be neither informative nor representative for
sharing information about users, as they distill complex
characteristics of user populations, and are often not verified
with real users, thereby making it challenging to infer spe-
cific use cases from persona characteristics. Relevantly,
Marsden and Haag’s study (2016) of persona construction
processes concluded that expert designers did not recognize

“the responsibility to actively take ownership of the impres-
sions that the personas generated” (p. 4026).

It is important to note that many of these observations
relate primarily to the commercial settings and objectives
for which personas have been most frequently applied.
Indeed, few prior studies outline how personas have been
implemented differently in non-commercial as opposed to
commercial settings. This hampers the applicability of per-
sonas to the facilitation of personas’ value in use for diverse
and underrepresented communities (Mustak et al., 2013;
Zimmerman et al., 2011). Indeed, R€onkk€o et al. (2004) high-
lighted that concerns about competition and market posi-
tioning often overshadow the impact of personas for users.

Thus, design driven by PFSG has significant room for growth
in developing solutions for a diverse range of societal challenges.
Research on PFSG (and personas in general) necessitates a
higher level of inclusivity to pivot from a predominantly com-
mercial role to a more socially significant contribution. Whilst
an emerging body of work has adopted participatory design
processes to transcend reductive personas and directly reflect
user input in persona co-creation (Edwards et al., 2020;
Hendriks et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2018), a systematic analysis
of non-commercial personas research is necessary to integrate
valuable lessons from previous work, and more importantly to
consolidate findings on PFSG specifically. A productive dialogue
between HCI and other domains is crucial to accomplish this.
This discussion is particularly pertinent for PFSG in diverse
domains, which are differentiated from user-centered design
(UCD) and participatory tools primarily adopted to facilitate
commercial usability (e.g., technical product testing). A detailed
exploration of personas used for socially beneficial design is
therefore necessary to demonstrate the compatibility of personas
(and HCI in general) to fields concerned with social impact.

3. Methodology

This review expands upon the findings of a prior review by
Salminen et al. (2022) on persona and design use cases. In
this previous literature review, the method consisted of
screening stages of (1) identifying key research articles for
addressing the RQs, (2) completing title, abstract, and carry-
ing out full-text screening to include/exclude relevant
articles, and (3) final inclusion and analysis. For stage (1),
three databases were initially accessed based on their scope
(i.e., Google Scholar) and relevance to HCI, personas, and
design (i.e., ACM Digital Library (DL) and IEEE Explore).
The keywords used across all databases were “personas”,
“design task”, and “human-computer interaction.” Next (2),
following established practices for systematic reviews to
ensure unbiased and rigorous screening, two researchers
independently completed screening (i.e., the practice of dou-
ble screening) for each stage (see Waffenschmidt et al., 2019
for discussion and evaluation of examples). Disagreements
were resolved through discussion. Upon completion of full-
text screening (3), 95 papers were included in the final data-
set, of which a subset of 31 were coded as adopting PFSG in
design, as opposed to personas for commercial design. The
key criteria for inclusion encompassed studies that depicted
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scenarios wherein personas are constructed and applied
within design tasks that are directly associated with initia-
tives for social good. These 31 studies were motivated to
make a positive impact on society at large such as improv-
ing health outcomes, as opposed to commercial purposes,
and where the primary organizational product goals are
focused on user empowerment and advocacy. Exclusion cri-
teria were conversely defined as studies wherein the primary
objective was on technical product development for com-
mercialization and alignment with business interests, rather
than resolution of specific societal issues through design. As
such, studies wherein development of personas did not
make a significant contribution to an initiative or cause for
social good were excluded from this review.

Next, as the systematic review by Salminen et al. only
covered studies until mid-2021, we extended the initial data-
set by reviewing each new research article added to Google
Scholar’s index from mid-2021 to mid-2022 that mentioned
“personas” and “design” in the title (intitle: “personas” AND
“design”), and then manually screened the relevance of each
article to social good. Articles that met this inclusion criter-
ion were included as new articles in our analysis. Moreover,
we expanded the categories for social good from the original
review, as our additional search identified new social good
areas in which personas had been applied. Overall, 27 new
articles were identified in this stage, amounting to 58 total
articles in the present analysis. For all 58 articles, key contri-
butions of the PFSG were coded in a standardized data
extraction form (Torgerson, 2003) (Figure 1).

4. Findings

4.1. RQ1: Overview of social good domains: Goals and
contributions

Table 1 highlights the seven social good domain categories
identified in the current dataset a posteriori: health, accessi-
bility, politics and civic society, education, sustainability,
cybersecurity, and criminology. These categories were identi-
fied by reading the articles and interpreting the social good
use cases described.

Several studies reviewed were exploratory (N¼ 26, 44.8%)
and/or focused on developing new methods (N¼ 22, 37.9%)
for persona applications. The number of distinct empirical
methods adopted in each domain provides a further over-
view of the scope of research output. As seen in Figure 2, a
variety of empirical methods have been deployed in studies
adopting PFSG, with a large majority adopting mixed meth-
ods, followed by case studies. Other empirical methods
include interviews, focus groups, questionnaires, and experi-
ments, as well as study-specific methodologies such as GPS
data mapping (Arian et al., 2021) and word cloud visualiza-
tion with Twitter data (Imperial, 2021).

Nevertheless, given the disproportionate number of studies
in each category (e.g., health, N¼ 28; criminology, N¼ 2), it
is not possible to meaningfully compare degree of research
and empirical output certain across social good domains. The
large prevalence of exploratory research and new method-
ology proposals across domains reflects the nascence and

diverse applications of PFSG; further, the high level of vari-
ance in methodological contributions across domains further
highlights the disproportionate application of personas in dif-
ferent domains. Given this, in the following subsections we
have chosen to summarize how personas were adopted in
studies to fulfill social good purposes, alongside particularly
noteworthy contributions, in each of the domains. These
papers serve as models for how personas can be comprehen-
sively applied for use cases within specific social good
domains and later inform overarching frameworks for PFSG
across domains. These studies were precisely identified as
they went beyond exploratory aims and new method pro-
posals, for example, by considering the feasibility and/or by
proposing standardized guidelines for future work in the field.
This further strengthens the case for extracting key insights
from these studies to guide frameworks for persona-based
solutions to specific social dilemmas.

4.1.1. Improve delivery of healthcare services
Most papers adopting PFSG were concerned with improving
healthcare delivery systems and services (50%, N¼ 29). In
each of these studies, personas included critical health-
related information such as patient conditions, health practi-
tioner needs, and healthcare service settings. Use cases
within this domain were diverse, ranging from the enhance-
ment of health informatics tools used by practitioners (e.g.,
Reeder et al., 2014) and investigation of patient needs for
the creation of new therapeutic tools (e.g., Fan et al., 2007;
Threatt et al., 2017). These studies demonstrate how per-
sonas are particularly suited for health applications as they
comprehensively reflect individuals’ lived experiences across
a spectrum of contexts—an especially critical trait in opti-
mizing healthcare delivery, as a range of factors such as
external circumstances and impaired functioning impact
people’s capacity to engage with healthcare services and
receive effective care that improves their wellbeing.
Therefore, personas can contribute to groups seeking to
improve healthcare interventions and population outcomes.

A particularly noteworthy paper by Olivares et al. (2020)
created personas to guide the creation of assistive technology
intended explicitly for traumatic brain injuries. Specifically,
the usage of personas in the initial design stage required an
iterative knowledge exchange between computer scientists
and health specialists. In this way, this work offered a sys-
tematic example of how personas can be adopted to support
interdisciplinary collaboration in socially impactful areas. By
reporting the detailed processes by which different stake-
holders in the research team collaborated using common,
standardized reference points (e.g., Instrumental Activities of
Daily Living profiles), the authors demonstrate how personas
can be flexibly adapted to pre-existing healthcare protocols
familiar to experienced clinical practitioners. Incorporating
multiple validation and evaluation steps (e.g., video observa-
tions, prototype assessments) by multiple stakeholders (com-
puter scientists, clinicians, and internal and external assessors)
further demonstrates how personas should be systematically
assessed in their application to healthcare domains. The study,
therefore, demonstrates how PFSG and be leveraged to go
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beyond mere portrayals of different patients so as to further
foster cross-stakeholder synergies and co-creation opportunities
between clinicians and engineers.

Nonetheless, while the applicability of personas to
enhance processes within healthcare systems shows promise,
present studies offer little generalizability, and do not

effectively address the wide range of practical concerns that
healthcare stakeholders may have. For example, Hendriks
et al. (2013) intended to use personas to facilitate the discus-
sion of needs with individuals with dementia, whereby per-
sonas could help elicit an imagination of how a potential
assistive “technology could be integrated into their lives

Figure 1. PRISMA Flow Diagram for Systematic Review of Persona Use in Design for Social Good. PRISMA stands for Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
reviews and Meta-Analyses. The flow diagram depicts different screening stages of the systematic review, mapping out the number of records identified, included
and excluded at each stage, and final sample of papers analyzed in the dataset (Stovold et al., 2014).

Table 1. Use cases of persona for social good.

Social good domain Purpose Definition N

Health Improve delivery of healthcare
services

Aid public, private, and non-profit organizations that help a
jurisdiction deliver important healthcare services.

28

Accessibility Increase accessibility (physical
and social)

Enhance, increase and expand the quality, value, or scope of
activities for more people to take advantage of and use.

10

Politics Enhance civic participation Facilitate activities carried out by an individual or group to
address issues of public importance in society.

6

Education Optimize pedagogical quality Expand access to learning and raise standards of learning
experiences by ensuring individuals have equitable access to
different levels of education and vocational training.

6

Sustainability Promote ecologically
sustainable practices

Development that integrates social, economic, and environmental
aims to mutually strengthen each other and satisfy current
societal demands, while optimizing the capacity for future
generations to meet their own needs.

4

Cybersecurity Mitigate digital vulnerabilities Maintain protection from ransomware and other forms of hacker
attacks

2

Criminology Minimize the harmful
implications of disruptive,
deviant, criminal behavior

Promote awareness of why violations of societal norms take place
and can be minimized to promote better societal functioning.

2

Total: 58
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without having to use the terminology related to tech-
nology” (p. 660). The authors ultimately found that the per-
sona “added a layer of complexity” to the participatory
workshops and made the “intangible technology (… ) even
more intangible” to the participants, and subsequently chose
not to continue employing personas in their study. This
demonstrates the challenges of persona adoption in myriad
health contexts, and the need for further research on the
suitability of personas to elicit positive social impact for vul-
nerable populations.

4.1.2. Increase accessibility (physical and social)
The second most frequent domain concerned the promotion of
accessible practices (17%, N¼ 10). Use cases frequently included
the adoption of personas to enhance participation in design
activities and thereby enhance the accessibility of both design
outputs and decision-making processes (e.g., Krøger et al., 2015;
Millen et al., 2011). In these articles, personas incorporated user
preferences and requirements for mobility, alongside existing
barriers to opportunity access. A particularly noteworthy contri-
bution in this domain, authored by Chang (2022), employed
user personas to consider how the digital user experience can
be enhanced for those seeking free legal information. The article
is notable for its synthesis of personas within the context of
local legislation and its attempt to systematically propose stand-
ardized guidelines for similar future work. Moreover, its inclu-
sion of a model prototype (accessible via a live Github link)
that follows these guidelines and directly demonstrates how the
generated personas can be incorporated into different local
frameworks is especially commendable. The paper’s inclusion of
a live Github link is particularly noteworthy for promoting
PFSG development beyond the existing study. This level of
depth and intentional translatability to future applications con-
tributes to a more comprehensive understanding of PFSG for
enhancing legal accessibility. The paper also roadmaps key steps
for practitioners to directly replicate and base their future per-
sona creation efforts, which promotes necessary standardization
and quality control in the domain.

Among studies in the accessibility domain, fostering
intercultural dialogue was a common subtheme (N¼ 6).
These articles created personas explicitly to improve inclu-
sivity and diversity in designs, especially for underrepre-
sented demographic groups. In these articles, personas
featured information specifically intended to highlight diver-
sity and facilitate cross-cultural communication (e.g., Anvari
et al., 2019; Elliott, 2005). Personas were demonstrated to be
a promising tool for eliminating barriers to diverse inclusion
practices, with the mere practice of creating diverse personas
demonstrating the value of incorporating multiple view-
points and perspectives.

Nevertheless, studies in this domain were primarily individ-
ual case examples with disparate methodologies for enhancing
accessibility. Moreover, few of the current studies have helped
refine general evaluation measures for accessibility. Indeed,
accessibility is a quality of holistic surroundings and/or experi-
ences rather than a basic service (Iwarsson & Ståhl, 2003), and
encompasses integrated system processes to benefit end-users
(Sauer et al., 2020). Given nuanced contexts across use cases,
the diversity of different accessibility measures may impair the
usefulness of personas across different accessibility-related con-
texts. For example, studies adopting perceived accessibility
measures (i.e., user self-reported evaluations of accessibility) are
qualitatively and pragmatically different from those adopting
calculated accessibility measures. Thus, numerous challenges
persist in using personas in accessibility-based planning, most
saliently the evaluation and transmission of accessibility indica-
tors for social good metrics.

4.1.3. Enhance civic participation
The third most prevalent domain concerned the promotion
of civic engagement (10%, N¼ 6). Persona use cases in this
domain included pertinent data on users’ political ideals,
civic actions, and impressions of governing structures. For
example, Bødker et al., (2012) developed personas to classify
the general Danish population into subgroups according to
preferred avenues for engaging with government bodies, in
order to inform the design of efficient digital platforms for

Figure 2. Empirical methods of studies adopting personas for design solutions to social issues.
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civic participation. Similarly, Kauppinen et al. (2016) devel-
oped personas by identifying relevant concerns for motivat-
ing citizens to engage in political processes. In another
noteworthy contribution, Moser et al. (2012) showed how
decision diagrams can be used to construct personas in three
separate case studies. Their decision diagram sought to
account for prior knowledge, research skills, sample size,
and resource availability to help researchers determine what
methods (e.g., primarily quantitative, qualitative, or mixed
methods based on pre-existing knowledge) should be
adopted in persona designs. It can be surmised that the
motivation behind such an approach, which focuses both
implicitly and explicitly on resource management, may be
due to the authors’ distinct aim of engaging underserved
populations, which are, by definition, systemically under-
resourced (e.g., elderly and young people), and therefore
require an enhanced and more deliberate allocation of
resources. Such an approach can be adopted across a variety
of domains, as resources limit all projects by nature. Indeed,
in any projects adopting PFSG, capacity building (i.e., the
contribution of resources to realize sustained, socially benefi-
cial transformations) should be of central focus.

Notwithstanding, across all studies in this domain, it was
evident that civic participation encompasses a broad set of
behaviors, with current persona research disparately consider-
ing different activities as indicators of civic participation. While
this heterogeneity makes it difficult to replicate or translate
results, it also reflects how demographic, political, and geo-
graphic differences in different locales may uniquely shape civic
participation across jurisdictions. Personas adopted to expressly
promote civic participation may, therefore, particularly benefit
from grassroots (i.e., localized) assessments of community
needs and infrastructural contexts, so as to combat sociocul-
tural stereotyping and enhance relevance of social good aims
to specific sociopolitical contexts.

4.1.4. Optimize pedagogical quality
Education was another social good domain identified in the
literature (10%, N¼ 6). Use cases encompassed personas
that not only reflected student/learner goals but also
addressed educational practitioner needs. For example,
Brooks and Greer (2014) created learner personas to provide
guidance to instructional designers, academic advisers, and
other institutional learning experts who specialize in devel-
oping learning interventions in educational settings.
Similarly, Treuillier and Boyer (2021) sought to determine
how learners behaved online by incorporating learning indi-
cators that represented the actions (interaction, activity,
learning) of a particular learner into individual personas. By
measuring these factors, the authors were able to classify
student learners based on their behavior and identify areas
necessary for individualized support. The authors demon-
strated that even within a single subject class, not every
learner would benefit from the same instruction, especially
in big groups where students have a variety of backgrounds,
goals, and talents. Personas enabled the evaluation of learn-
ing outcomes according to various student subgroups.

In a particularly rich contribution by Zanudin et al.
(2021), personas were constructed in conjunction with three
main activities: gathering persona descriptions and identify-
ing personas, recording scenarios based on given tasks, and
testing the developed prototypes to gauge user satisfaction.
Zanudin et al. (2021) further demonstrated how learner per-
sonas could be systematically evaluated through subsequent
scenarios and user acceptance testing. This study also used
hierarchical task analysis to examine the participant tasks to
systematically determine how effectively they were per-
formed. This enabled the authors to systematically imple-
ment the persona-based approach to examine the wants,
challenges, and circumstances of various users as inputs to
design educational applications. The incorporation of mixed
methods (i.e., hierarchical task analysis, and Likert scales for
assessing user perceptions) further highlights how educa-
tional researchers can adapt personas to be more relevant to
different learners via quantitative validation.

4.1.5. Promote ecologically sustainable practices
Sustainable development was an additional social good
theme (N¼ 4, 7%). A notable paper by Arian et al. (2021)
demonstrated how personas could to employed beyond sin-
gle-level analyses (i.e., only one type of behavioral metric) to
incorporate multiple measures (e.g., GPS, demographic,
behavioral, and time-based data) in the corroboration and
evaluation of PFSG. Arian et al. (2021) aimed to investigate
the efficacy of tailoring travel behavior change interventions
for groups of people based on their trip purpose, activity
restrictions, and schedule flexibility and also to determine
the viability of changing actual behavior by using these
travel behavior personas. A persona framework was first
used to group users of the transportation system according
to their past behavior, level of time flexibility, lifestyle, and
socio-demographic status in conjunction with clusters of
dynamic point cap thresholds (e.g., based on user arrival
and departure trends). A field experiment was additionally
conducted, in which actual users’ trip data (i.e., GPS trajec-
tories) were recorded via an app. Dynamic time warping
was presented as a novel, algorithmic technique to validate
the persona descriptions of users’ responsiveness to behavior
change incentives. This method allowed the authors to
experimentally evaluate whether persona creation reflected a
successful personalization of behavior change incentives.
Such an ecological model for personas also captures how
behaviors are shaped dynamically via interactions between
individuals and their environment. Indeed, in the social sci-
ences, more broadly, there has been a move to utilize differ-
ent methods and levels of analysis (e.g., physiological,
behavioral, institutional) to enhance the understanding of
the multifaceted mechanisms of behavior change, including
causal paths.

Similarly, in their study on the creation of green cohabit-
ation spaces in urban environments, Tomitsch et al. (2021)
identified office workers and property owners in urbanized
areas as key subgroups of urban dwellers and represented
these groups in the form of personas. Non-human animal
personas were also created, e.g., species of possums native to
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the urban area. Both human and non-human personas were
subsequently employed by designers in smart urban design
decisions. For instance, the need for seating areas to be illu-
minated at night (i.e., automatic-activated light sources) was
carefully considered in order to prevent increased light pol-
lution and potential effects on possums and other nocturnal
species. In this way, the authors demonstrated how non-
human personas could be applied in sustainable contexts
where human and non-human stakeholders are seen as
equal users from the outset. This more-than-human perspec-
tive enables the identification of broader implications of
urban innovation, such as the effects of novel sensor types
on the functioning of local species.

4.1.6. Mitigate digital vulnerabilities
Two studies (3%) adopted personas to mitigate cybersecurity
threats. Kim et al. (2019) evaluated user characteristics in terms
of their knowledge of cybersecurity issues, how they utilize
digital devices, and how they handle privacy concerns when
using products. These traits were translated into eight personas
that reflected the different user characteristics. In another par-
ticularly extensive research paper, Atzeni et al. (2011) discussed
how personas can enhance system security. The authors out-
lined a process for creating attacker personas using open-
source data to characterize the behaviors of a system’s typical
attackers. Qualifiers enabled the researchers to consider the fre-
quency and plausibility of the relationship between a persona,
its corresponding characteristics, and the validity of its data
source. Atzeni et al. (2011) also notably demonstrated how dif-
ferent stakeholders (developers, security specialists, and usabil-
ity experts) can collaboratively evaluate personas after their
initial creation. The comprehensive incorporation of attack tree
simulations in these discussions, including regarding how
attacker personas could be incorporated, exemplifies how
security stakeholders can adopt personas dynamically through-
out the design process. It further highlights the importance of
validating and updating personas in the context of real per-
ceived security threats.

Overall, these studies show how personas can aid design-
ers in anticipating potential cybersecurity issues and as
empathizing with potential users who may be exposed to
these threats. Nevertheless, it is important to also note that
applications of PFSG in this domain remain nascent. Future
papers adopting personas to address cybersecurity issues can
employ similar decision-making processes to extract the
most relevance from personas.

4.1.7. Minimize harmful implications of disruptive and/or
criminal behavior
Two research teams (3%) adopted personas to better under-
stand why individuals may violate societal norms and act in
ways that disrupt societal functioning, particularly by com-
mitting crimes. Imperial (2021) adopted personas to classify
terminologies often used by child traffickers and peddlers.
Twitter data was evaluated to analyze these individuals’ most
commonly co-occurring words. For example, it was found
that to persuade potential victims to trade sexual content like

images and videos for money, the peddler persona frequently
employed co-occurring keywords such as “direct message” or
“avail” in their commercial dealings. Meanwhile, the
Propagator persona represented individuals responsible for dis-
seminating child pornographic content and more frequently
used words such as “retweet” or “follow” in their content
posts. This study presents a novel integration of social media
data to evaluate criminal subpopulations, which are challeng-
ing to access and evaluate in research.

In another study, Hilton and Henderson (2008) described
how personas can be adopted to highlight the perspectives
of criminals (such as opportunity and risk assessment) based
on criminal histories and first-hand accounts from crimi-
nals. These personas can then be used as a countering tool
for the consideration of crime prevention initiatives. For
example, in their study, four persona types for burglars were
elucidated: the professional burglar who performs it as a
full-time career, in contrast to the “calculating,” “prolific,”
and “opportunist” personas who view occasional crimes as a
convenient and simple method to make a little money.

Together, these two studies demonstrate how personas
can be adopted to increase the understanding of deviant
behavior. Nevertheless, given the lack of studies in this
domain, it remains unclear what thresholds are necessary
for ascertaining exactly what constitutes societal norm viola-
tions and to what extent different forms of illicit behavior
may be more pressing for society to address. While these
two studies demonstrate how personas can benefit the
understanding of extreme criminal behaviors, it remains
unclear how personas can be applied to more nuanced soci-
etal violations, e.g., petty juvenile offenses or crimes com-
mitted by intellectually disabled individuals.

4.1.8. Summarizing persona contributions across domains:
Key implications for social good applications
The papers in this section provide several novel contribu-
tions that can inform future applications of PFSG. Moser
et al. (2012) demonstrate the value of incorporating decision
diagrams prior to persona applications, with a particular
emphasis on resource evaluation. Such considerations are
particularly crucial for social good projects involving trad-
itionally under-resourced populations and/or phenomena,
for example, minority groups and climate change behaviors.
Olivares et al. (2020) and Atzeni et al. (2011) highlight the
importance of the systematic inclusion of diverse stakeholder
perspectives across multiple evaluation points when applying
personas. This facilitates interactive persona co-creation,
strengthening the usefulness of personas, as well as promot-
ing a consistent and comprehensive validation of personas
throughout the design cycles. In a similar vein, Arian et al.
(2021) and Zanudin et al. (2021) convey how multiple levels
of measurement can be adopted to complement persona cre-
ation, testing, and deployment. Such approaches further
enrich the ecological validity of personas, as they capture
multiple mechanisms of persona behaviors and thereby pro-
mote a deeper understanding of user groups. Finally, the
Chang study (2022) is unique for its systematic proposal of
standardized benchmarks for comparable future work, its
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synthesis of personas within the framework of local regula-
tions, and the inclusion of a live Github link that perman-
ently disseminates a model prototype based on the paper’s
personas. In addition to fostering a deeper awareness of how
personas may be used to improve legal accessibility, this
degree of depth sets out crucial processes for practitioners
to directly reproduce and build upon when developing per-
sonas in the future. This enables persona applications in this
domain to maintain standards for quality control.

4.2. RQ2: Considerations of stereotyping in PFSG

A limited number of articles (N¼ 12, 21%) explicitly dis-
cussed concerns with stereotyping in personas. Among these
articles, half (N¼ 6) discussed this issue in-depth and refer-
enced attempts to combat stereotyping throughout the per-
sona creation process. For instance, Wilson et al. (2018)
adopted phenomenographic approaches to analyze user
interviews. This method was selected explicitly in order to
avoid stereotyping and to ensure that personas represented
not just the similarities across but also the diversity and
depth of user experiences. Interestingly, the authors specu-
lated that critiques of personas (such as being stereotypical)
might result from a general inclination to concentrate per-
sona creation on users’ perceived demands rather than their
values (e.g., sociopolitical). The authors also emphasized
how phenomenographic techniques may account for how
different individuals value the same phenomenon in differ-
ent ways; by focusing on individual perceptions, such an
approach prevents the development of reductive causal
explanations. Other studies that explicitly examined con-
cerns with stereotyping placed a significant focus on partici-
patory activities (Edwards et al., 2020; Jarke et al., 2019;
Teleman et al., 2022). Such co-creation opportunities with
users enabled the authors to go beyond “prototypical users
grounded in stereotypes” and construct personas “defined by
characteristics deemed important and relevant to our partic-
ipants” (Jarke et al., 2019, p. 57). It is important to note that
while the lack of explicit acknowledgment of stereotyping in
our overall sample is concerning, several studies adopted
similar frameworks (e.g., participatory techniques, personas
incorporating user characteristics such as values) to the
papers described in this section. Our results may, therefore,
simply reflect an oversight on the majority of authors’ part,
wherein it is presumed that the mere presentation of such
techniques is sufficient for combatting critiques of stereotyp-
ical personas. Nevertheless, such critical reflection and expli-
cit consideration of stereotyping should be incorporated in
future work to enhance the social relevance of PFSG.

4.3. RQ3: Considerations of social impact in PFSG

PFSG inevitably also calls for attention to social impact met-
rics. Historically, personas’ evaluations have been conducted
either through rigorous technical metrics, such as employing
the elbow method in conjunction with clustering for persona
creation, or informally, by consulting a group of domain
experts to assess the relevance of the personas. What is

infrequently seen, however, is an evaluation of the concrete
impacts of these personas. This lack of emphasis on impact
measurement, despite its scarcity in HCI research, should be
addressed more comprehensively. The effectiveness of per-
sonas is fundamentally predicated on their outcomes, which
serve as a testament to the value of the resources and efforts
invested in their formulation. On occasion, evaluating the
situation from an outcomes-oriented standpoint may yield
findings that are counter-intuitive to the more traditional
forms of persona validation. Consider, for instance, a scen-
ario in which a persona amplifies empathy between two
antagonistic groups, Group A and Group B. If this persona
isn’t entirely verifiable from a data standpoint, does its effi-
cacy in fostering empathy render the lack of precision
inconsequential? If the response leans towards the negative,
researchers may need to realign their focus from a purely
technical, data-driven approach to one that emphasizes
social impact in the development and application of
personas.

Among the studies we reviewed, more than half (59%,
N¼ 34) of papers did not explicitly evaluate the social
impact of personas, despite creating personas in a domain
related to social good. Instead, these studies only discussed
the context of social impact when introducing their ration-
ales for adopting personas; subsequently, the studies
reported only results related to the content of the personas,
with no linkage of this content with the earlier described
social implications. This is perhaps unsurprising, given the
historically disproportionate emphasis on theoretical and/or
technical accuracy in HCI, versus efforts to translate
research studies to socially beneficial interventions. Among
the studies that did consider the social impact of the created
personas, most papers (36%, N¼ 21) only anecdotally eval-
uated social impact. These typically included unsubstantiated
and very general comments about how the personas were
useful to the design team, and largely consisted of only very
brief descriptions (e.g., a few sentences in the discussion sec-
tion). Still, papers that went beyond brief descriptions to
evaluate social impact often did so retrospectively, i.e., with-
out having specifically sought to assess impact when initially
creating the personas. Indeed, a large majority (86%,
N¼ 50) of papers did not include any concrete metrics for
evaluating social impact. This is particularly concerning for
PFSG (versus general or commercial personas), as their sys-
tematic assessment is crucial for determining the relevance
and fulfillment of social impact objectives. We surmise that
this significant gap may reflect the nascence of PFSG
research and authors’ tendency to presume the significance
of their work as a result, in addition to a lack of standar-
dized indicators PFSG within and across domains. It should
be noted that the PFSG use cases in our sample were inher-
ently novel in their social applications beyond predomin-
antly commercial contexts. Yet without explicit evaluation of
social impact upon PFSG creation, there remains a gap in
understanding (a) how personas contribute value to the pop-
ulations they represent or (b) how personas can be leveraged
in different ways for different social impact goals. For
example, in healthcare, different types of delivery staff and
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treatment intervention intensities are key contextual consid-
erations affecting patient groups and the personas derived to
benefit these patients. Key performance indicators can there-
fore be used to determine the extent to which certain per-
sonas and persona creation techniques are more applicable
to certain contexts (e.g., private hospitals in higher income
nations or low resource clinics versus community health
centers in low- and middle-income nations, or certain
patient demographics versus others).

Finally, only 16% (N¼ 9) of the papers we reviewed con-
sidered resource allocation. This was surprising, as sectors
concerned with social good necessitate socially impactful
interventions precisely because they are resource-constrained,
and persona applications that require significantly greater
time, expert knowledge, and materials than those typically
available are unlikely to be adopted. Indeed, only three papers
in our sample (5%) were conducted in non-profit settings,
and all of these studies were performed in partnership with
academic research teams. This further reveals the gap in use
cases of PFSG in the field. However, practical insights were
shared in the papers that did consider resource management.
For example, Moser et al. (2012) shared a novel decision-
making diagram for persona creation focused on resource
management and discussed how collecting data via telephone
interviews (versus sending out postal questionnaires) may be
more suitable for time-constrained practitioners. In another
paper, Chisik et al. (2021) discussed how an earlier-planned
persona creation workshop shifted online due to the global
COVID-19 pandemic. As a result, the authors restructured
the workshop to consider the difficulties presented by the
conference’s virtual nature and the constraints of working
from home. The authors also considered how digital medi-
ation and the incapability to physically exchange prototyping
materials impact workshop processes. Given the long-lasting
effects of the pandemic and its transformation of societal
communication, such evaluations will likely become increas-
ingly relevant in studies pertaining to PFSG.

5. Discussion and future research directions

5.1. Discussion of findings

Personas are versatile, and customizable to several different
applicable design contexts. The results from the field are
indicative of personas’ appeal for complex problems that
involve multiple stakeholder parties at multiple levels in
multiple organizations, as typically is the case for social
dilemmas. Nevertheless, there remains a lack of persona
usage in many specific fields outside HCI, such as politics
and criminology. However, this underutilization of PFSG
may not necessarily be characteristic of personas’ value rela-
tive to other user-centered design tools, but rather we sur-
mise that it is a consequence of the HCI discipline’s general
disregard for social dilemmas (Hansson et al., 2021). HCI
tends to be focused on micro-level (i.e., user/individual)
rather than macro-level (society/system) perspectives. Hence,
there is a lack of studies that aim for a broad understanding
of complex problems (e.g., systems science; see Mobus,
2022). This observation is not necessarily criticism, as many

remarkable contributions have been achieved with such
focus. Rather, it is a characterization of how HCI fits in
with social dilemmas, implying that improvement in this
regard is needed. More specifically, personas can be instru-
mental in understanding subpopulations at the unit of ana-
lysis of large-scale social dilemmas.

In the current study, we found that the most socially
impactful personas integrate various approaches, such as
focus groups, psychometric questionnaires, and interactive
user testing, to inform and bolster socially conscious design
decision-making. Among the articles reviewed in this study,
particularly novel contributions of PFSG (Arian et al., 2021;
Atzeni et al., 2011; Chang, 2022; Moser et al., 2012; Olivares
et al., 2020; Zanudin et al., 2021). Nonetheless, further
standardization efforts are essential to more reliably evaluate
the social impact of personas. Additionally, conceptual
research is necessary to chart distinct issues requiring effect-
ive social change and to conceive the adoption of personas
to projects that address these social challenges. A crucial fac-
tor is to surpass the focus on persona creation and their val-
idation and truly shift the focus on applications. Here, a key
question to be explicitly explored is: How do personas actu-
ally produce benefits for end users and society at large?

It can be argued that the technical accuracy or validity of
the personas (which authors often spend significant research
effort to establish) is perhaps less important than a positive
social change that can be brought about using a slightly
flawed persona. Even though our study exclusively focuses
on reviewing studies that report persona use in design, their
assessment for social change remains superficial and pre-
dominantly exploratory, rather than evaluating any actual
social impact of persona usage. That is, the studies included
in the present review rarely evaluate the extent to which
persona usage is significantly associated with socially
impactful outcomes, with most studies testing the feasibility
of persona usage from a technical and user participatory
standpoint. As our results indicate, the depth and rigor of
the current body of literature are inadequate in providing a
linkage between a favorable reception among stakeholders to
tangible actions taken to alleviate social dilemmas.

The allocation of resources to persona creation should
also be considered in light of contextual constraints such as
logistics and costs. Given the significant resources that are
deployed in persona creation studies, future investigations
should determine if persona-assisted design genuinely results
in a greater level of social impact than in contexts when per-
sonas were not used throughout the design process.
Quantifying this distinctive value of persona use for social
impact requires robust methodologies, such as randomized
controlled trials, in conjunction with ethnography and gen-
eral UCD. Only by systematically evaluating the effects of
persona use alone and also in conjunction with other UCD
approaches on social impact outcomes (Hayes, 2014), will
researchers be able to more effectively and ecologically study
the social value of design personas. Such considerations
enable the consistent re-appraisal of persona creation feasi-
bility, and in turn, their sustainable applicability to social
good. Finally, resource management assessments concerning
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persona usage must also be situated within specific social
impact frameworks such as the UN SDGs, which ensures
that persona creation can facilitate social impact beyond
their immediate context and/or user group. The 17 SDGs
represent a global consensus on areas pressing for social
change, and persona creators should consider these chal-
lenges when prioritizing areas of persona application.

In light of these factors, we propose an ecological frame-
work for PFSG (Figure 3). Our framework lends credence to
personas’ applicability to larger social dilemmas (as identi-
fied by UN SDGs) while keeping target populations (i.e., the
primary beneficiaries of social impact interventions) at the
root of persona creation and decision-making. This frame-
work recognizes the role of personas as boundary entities
that enable designers to pay attention to user needs that
may otherwise go undetected (Massanari, 2010), and the
crucial importance of situating persona studies within larger,
macro-level considerations that both inform persona design
as well as necessitate their creation in the first place. With
the aid of this ecological framework, researchers can align

persona creation processes to the needs of the target user
and larger social issues and also discover new, pertinent lev-
els of inquiry. Such a knowledge transfer helps designers to
avoid the inclusion of extraneous features demanded by
stakeholders and effectively advocate for users’ needs.

As seen in Figure 3, the core of the ecological framework
is the target group, whose demands are acknowledged as the
foundation of persona building activities. Table 2, in turn,
demonstrates how each of these ecological levels can be
incorporated into the persona application, using the example
of children with intellectual disabilities, a disadvantaged and
vulnerable group in society that remains neglected by exist-
ing social systems (for examples of how personas have been
applied to support individuals with disabilities, see Edwards
et al., 2020; Fuglerud et al., 2020; Millen et al., 2011; Schulz
& Fuglerud, 2012). The first step in PFSG creation requires
to identify the individuals suffering social challenges, i.e.,
who the personas should serve. During the second step, ini-
tial personas are prototyped to depict different types of user
challenges in empathic, accessible formats for decision-

Figure 3. An ecological model for applying personas for social good. Attention must be given to multiple levels of factors: the target population serves as the pri-
mary basis and root of decision-making, while systematically taking into consideration the larger environmental, institutional, and social impact goals.
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making and communication among stakeholders. The third
step concerns further refinement of the personas created in
Step 2, by considering the overarching implications of
resource management for persona creation and subsequent
social impact evaluation. For instance, there may be an
insufficient number of children with disabilities and/or rele-
vant domain experts locally to conduct personal interviews
with; moreover, this subpopulation may be particularly bur-
dened by traditional interviews and/or participatory design
activities. As such, critical reflection on resource manage-
ment at this stage may necessitate reliance on digital, open-
access survey data or interviews with parents for persona cre-
ation. Such insights may not be immediately apparent during
initial persona development (Step 2) but nonetheless constitute
important, larger practical considerations that impact the scal-
ability of PFSG. These considerations are also particularly
important as they help to ensure the sustainability of persona
applications beyond creation, enabling necessary updating and
dissemination beyond their original stakeholder team.

The fourth step consists of an evaluation of the social
impact of the personas. In line with the ecological frame-
work, this social impact evaluation importantly builds upon
and is directly tied to the needs of the target population and
relevant resource management contexts identified in the
prior levels. Several methods can be deployed, such as
multi-stakeholder assessments and/or controlled trials to
evaluate outcomes of persona usage on alleviating disability
challenges. Guidance is ideally sought from domain experts
on the particularities of the given context, such as specialist
disability clinicians, which can help to align personas with
beneficial use cases and prevent reductive stereotyping.

Finally, we urge the alignment of these prior, cumulative
assessments within larger, standardized social impact bench-
marks such as the SDGs framework, which form the fifth and
final overarching level/step of PFSG creation processes. The
SDG framework was created to ensure that social impact sol-
utions at global, national, and regional levels function success-
fully via integrated and coordinated initiatives. UN guidance
on reducing inequalities (SDG10) and quality education
(SDG4) strengthen the persona creators’ understanding of the

issues faced by the target population. Consideration of the
SDGs also addresses the possibility of how personas can be
utilized to influence or develop new goals and activities for
various societal challenges.

Overall, each accumulative step and level of the ecological
framework we proposed in Figure 3 includes individual
level, local, and global contexts. The main advantage of
using this encompassing and stepwise framework is its
emphasis on how each progressive level interplays with the
others while placing the challenges faced by the target popu-
lation at the root of decision-making. This framework
acknowledges the dynamic and systemic nature of social
issues, facilitating a multi-system level understanding and
systematic, hierarchical strategy for designing PFSG.
Alongside this ecological framework, we also encourage
researchers to frequently conduct critical appraisal processes
of PFSG projects. For this, we have tentatively constructed a
structured checklist to highlight key considerations:

1. Are stereotypes mitigated?
� participatory techniques
� user-based assessments of representativeness
� diversity and inclusion training for researchers

2. Is social impact evaluated?
� anecdotal/vanity (i.e., superficial report)
� numeric (e.g., 50 kids learning to read)
� mixed method (e.g., quantitative and qualitative meth-
ods reasonably implemented)

� rigorous controlled trial (i.e., personas are the inter-
vention whose effect is isolated)

3. Are social impact key performance indicators
(KPIs)/success metrics identified?
� tied to the use of personas
� measurable over time
� standardized
� relevant to the industry/field (e.g., pre-existing scales
used by practitioners)

4. Are stakeholders inclusive and clearly defined?
� end-users/target population for social impact are part
of the evaluation process

Table 2. Ecological levels to consider when creating personas for social good, with example applications.

Step Ecological level Explanation Example considerations

1 Target population The people facing social challenges and for whom
the research is designed to help.

Disadvantaged and vulnerable groups, e.g.,
children with intellectual disabilities.

2 Persona creation The humanized representations of the target
population segment are presented in an
empathic digestible form.

Prototyping of representative archetypes for
target population (children with intellectual
disabilities), with contextual details about
existing social challenges (e.g., daily obstacles
faced).

3 Resource allocation for
further persona
development

Identification and management of assets
supporting social impact research employing
personas.

Low sample size of local members of the target
population (children with intellectual
disabilities) to interview may warrant persona
construction and evaluation with digital, open-
access survey data (versus interviews).

4 Social impact evaluation Analysis, monitoring, and reporting of
consequences and changes of research
employing the personas.

Controlled trials to evaluate outcomes of persona
usage, i.e., whether it provides a solution to
challenges of the target population (children
with intellectual disabilities).

5 UN Sustainable
Development Goals

Seventeen related global aims are identified by
global stakeholders as urgent and key
overarching issues faced by target populations.

UN guidance on the SDGs 10 (reduced
inequalities) and 4 (quality education) are both
applicable for understanding challenges faced
by children with intellectual disabilities.
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� sample frame for population identified and clearly
presented

� domain experts (e.g., non-profit workers)
� persona implementation experts’ participation extends
beyond persona creation

� i.e., ideal team for successful implementation of per-
sonas includes all of the above

5. Is the persona application feasible?
� data and methodology presented in sufficient detail for
evaluation

� repeatable (i.e., the personas can be reused)
� scalable (i.e., the personas can be applied beyond the
specific context to similar contexts within the same
field)

� specifies long-term goals
� use of personas leveraged for achievement of specific
objectives

6. Is the persona application sustainable?
� considers resource allocation
� outlines monetary costs
� discusses funding options
� personas currently implemented and in use
� approach viable for persona updating and
implementation

5.2. Practical implications

The key message to practitioners is to go beyond creating
personas and conducting shallow and anecdotal validations
and to truly shift the focus to applications. As this study has
highlighted, the usage of personas in designs for social good
remains relatively nascent. Practitioners and researchers
addressing social good concerns can consult our ecological
framework and critical appraisal checklist in order to better
align persona creation with social impact goals. We encour-
age the participation of all user and stakeholder categories
in the development of personas for particular services
and/or tools, including, but not limited to, the target popu-
lation for the services, subject matter experts regarding the
target population, stakeholders pertinent to the practical ser-
vice design, and associated governmental organizations.
Furthermore, we advise persona creators to work closely
with each of these stakeholder groups throughout the entire
design process. This calls for both an understanding of the
various professional and social contexts of these groups, as
well as co-creation techniques that facilitate interaction and
collaboration between extremely diverse types of professio-
nals and user groups. As personas continue to be adopted in
socially impactful projects, future investigations should also
examine the differences in how personas are used for differ-
ent types of social impact projects.

PFSG can also be incorporated into HCI curriculums. A
prominent example is from the University of Washington’s
Information School, which has defined a strategic plan for
using HCI for social good, specifically mentioning valuable
use cases such as “accessible computing; child-computer inter-
action; computing in education, health and wellness; informa-
tion for marginalized and vulnerable people; information/data

visualization for individuals and society; personal information
management; sustainability and design; and value-sensitive
design.”1 Incorporating personas into societally geared HCI
education is likely to benefit educational goals, as personas
are easily accessible to students.

5.2.1. Limitations
As with any research work, the present review has limita-
tions. First, while several papers utilize personas, we con-
fined our inclusion criteria to studies that specifically
employed personas while designing goods and/or services in
domains concerned with social impact. This strict criterion
excluded articles that employed personas created solely to
gain a deeper understanding of subpopulations because they
were not used to inform socially relevant design. Our sample
is also inherently biased, as studies which critique the feasibil-
ity of personas for social good are unlikely to present persona
creation findings. While this restricted scope is important to
address the current research questions, it limits the generaliz-
ability of our findings, particularly outside of design contexts.

6. Conclusion

Since their initial application in software development and
HCI, personas have been evolved to become a significant tool
in social good domains, such as healthcare and education.
While the versatility of personas allows them to be tailored to
a myriad of complex societal issues, a gap persists concerning
the understanding specific mechanisms for strategic imple-
mentation of personas that drive significant social change.

A key insight of the present review of PFSG is that while
the researchers often focus on the technical accuracy of per-
sona creation, socially conscious design ultimately lies in
how effectively these personas bring about a positive shift in
society. There is a need for a more intentional examination
by researchers regarding how personas in social good
domains can explicitly achieve social good goals. Persona
creation in these domains must see a shift from practical
and methodological considerations to active engagement in
addressing the needs of target users and larger global issues.
Concurrently, our review highlights the lack of and need for
more rigorous and systematic methodologies, such as
randomized controlled trials coupled with ethnographic
studies, to quantify the distinct value of persona use in cre-
ating social impact.

Driven by this gap, we developed an ecological frame-
work for PFSG, which recognizes personas as boundary enti-
ties that connect designers with unaddressed user needs
while situating persona studies within larger societal consid-
erations. Our framework embeds the target population at
the core of persona creation, advocating for a more empath-
etic and user-focused approach to design. It emphasizes the
integration of persona creation with robust resource man-
agement assessments, facilitating the consistent re-appraisal
of persona creation feasibility and its sustainable applicabil-
ity to social good. Such an approach not only acknowledges
the interplay between individual, local, and global contexts
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but also highlights the dynamic and systemic nature of
social dilemmas, providing a comprehensive strategy for
designing PFSG. By situating persona studies within larger,
macro-level considerations and engaging in frequent critical
appraisal processes, we can better align persona creation
processes with social impact goals. This opens new avenues
for future research on the potential benefits of personas to
end-users and society at large.

Note

1. HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION FOR THE SOCIAL
GOOD https://ischool.uw.edu/about/ischool-2018/human-
computer-interaction-social-good
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